Introduction
Sketch as the most intuitive and powerful 2D design method has been used by artists for decades. However it is not fully integrated into current 3D animation pipeline as the difficulties of interpreting 2D line drawing into 3D. Several successful research for character posing from sketch has been presented in the past few years, such as the Line of Action [Guay et al. 2013] and Sketch Abstractions [Hahn et al. 2015] . However both of the methods require animators to manually give some initial setup to solve the corresponding problems. In this paper, we propose a new sketch based character posing system which is more flexible and efficient. It requires less input from the user than the system from [Hahn et al. 2015] . The character can be easily posed no matter the sketch represents a skeleton structure or shape contours.
Methodology
Given a 3D character model and its rigging, the system proposed takes a sketch from the user as input. The sketch could depict the skeleton of the character or its outline, or even a combination of the two. The observation camera angle for sketching could be given by animator or estimated by pre-calculation of samplings from a spherical camera set-up around the character.
The input sketch is evenly sampled to make the point sets
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for thirdparty components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s character mesh is extracted for finding the corresponding points. Currently it only includes two categories of points: (a) all the points around outlines (or feature lines); (b) all the vertices lying close to the projection of skeleton. Given a character posing parameters p on the joints, these selected mesh vertices will be deformed to V (p). To match the two point sets V and Y and meanwhile deform V to Y as closely as possible (finding p), we formulate it as solving the following optimization problem:
where ω = {ω ki } (K+1)×(M+1) is the correspondence matrix consisting of two parts: the upper-left K × M part defines the correspondence and the extra K + 1th row and M + 1th column are introduced to handle the outliers. The points in V and Y having no correspondence would be automatically determined as outliers. The third term is used to prevent treating too many points as outliers. Similar to [Hahn et al. 2015] , the second regularization term is used to add further constraints for searching candidate solutions in limited space, such as sketch neighbour points corresponding to close mesh vertices from geodesic distance, constrain the deformations of mesh vertices within their viewing plane, etc.
Solving equation (1) directly is very difficult. Since the objective function consists of a linear discrete assignment problem for correspondence and a non-linear continuous problem for deformation, we can adopt an alternating strategy to solve the correspondence parameter ω and the rig parameter p. By fixing p, we relax the binary ω to be a continuous valued matrix in [0, 1] and as in [Chui and Rangarajan 2003] solve the relaxed subproblem by using Softassign and deterministic annealing. By fixing ω, the enery function can be solved using a Newton-Raphson scheme.
In conclusion, we proposed a more flexible method for character posing than similar methods proposed in the recent years. The animator could easily pose the character by sketching either skeleton lines or shape contours (as in figure 1 ).
